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Across

2. BRACKETS — Punctuation used in the Tabular List to enclose synonyms, alternative wording or explanatory phrases.
5. SECTION — The first character of a PCS code indicates the ________ of the PCS manual.
7. INSPECTION — Visually and/or manually exploring a body part
9. EXTERNAL — Tonsillectomy would require this type of approach.
10. DIFFERENTIAL — ________ diagnosis occurs when a patient presents with a symptom that could represent a variety of diagnoses.
12. BODY SYSTEM — ________ defines an anatomic region or general physiological system on which a procedure is performed.
16. SEQUELAE — This term replaces the term "late effect" used in ICD-9-CM.
19. GROUPER — Computer program that assigns an MS-DRG.
20. PERCUTANEOUS — A needle biopsy of the liver is an example of this type of approach.
21. UNIFORM — ________ Hospital Discharge Data Set
22. REMOVAL — taking out or off a device from a body part
23. MANIFESTATION — Symptom of a condition that is the result of a disease.
24. THREE — Minimum number of characters in an ICD-10-CM code.
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1. PRINCIPAL — Procedure performed for definitive treatment rather than for diagnostic purposes.
3. ROOT — The _____ operation identifies the main objective of the procedure performed.
4. EXCISION — Cutting out or off, without replacement, a portion of a body part
6. SEVEN — The number of characters in ALL PCS codes
8. ALTERATION — Breast augmentation is an example of this type of root procedure.
11. TABLES — PCS codes are formed with the use of _________.
12. BYPASS — Altering the route of passage of the contents of a tubular body part
13. DESTRUCTION — physical eradication of all or a portion of a body part by means of direct energy, force, or destructive agent
14. REATTACHMENT — putting back in or on all or a portion of a separated body part to its normal location or other suitable location
15. ARTHROSCOPIC — ________ approach uses a camera to examine and perform closed procedures within a joint.
17. FUSION — Joining together portions of an articular body part rendering the articular body part immobile
18. OCTOBER — ICD-10-CM/PCS will be implemented ________1, 2014.